To: Manager, Conservation Research, Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate.
Submission : Kangaroo Management Plan - Canberra.
My name is
I’m an Accredited Professional Shooter here in Western Australia with industry experience and
expertise some 30 years.
1, In relation to the humane euthanasia of joeys the most effective way is decapitation with a knife resulting in instant and
guaranteed death, not blows to the head with a blunt object or instrument or on the back of a ute.
All kangaroos that I have dispatched have been with a knife immediately once found after inspecting for pouch young and
any young at foot not suited for commercial size use are head shot and left on the property or buried. My job as a
professional shooter is to cull a number of kangaroos in a given area taking both male and female kangaroos and that
includes joeys. The reality is that if only male only harvest culls occur you will not achieve the objective of culling, especially
humane culling objectives regarding culling on private property. Property owners would still have to cull female kangaroos
or conduct culls on their properties for drop and rot who in my experiences do no check for pouch young and driving on to
shoot the next kangaroo to waste.
There are two codes of practices written for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos Nationally and I question the hypocrisy and
ideology of its merits for None Commercial and Commercial shooting of kangaroos.
How can it be said to be humane when there are two sets of rules?
My point is these National code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos and Wallabies for both Commercial and
none Commercial, should be revised and rewritten with only One National Code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of
Kangaroos and this should include any state management plans that do not include none commercial shooting within the
commercial management plans approved.
Anyone who shoots a Kangaroo in any State or Territory should be licensed and have the appropriate firearm listed on their
license and tested for accuracy.
1. Here in Western Australia you can shoot kangaroos for fun and without a licence in shires deemed Open Season.
There is no licence required for Non- commercial shooting of a protected native species (Reds, Greys or Euro
kangaroos.) in OPEN SEASON areas.
2. No information received regarding numbers of persons or personal details or location of shooters, shooting in OPEN
SEASON areas.
3. No checking of appropriate firearms listed regarding firearms licence in OPEN SEASON
areas.
4. No information regarding numbers of male and females shot in OPEN SEASON areas.
5. There is no current information system enabling discrimination between kangaroos taken for commercial purposes
(licence to take kangaroos for sale Reg. 6 licence.) to those kangaroos taken for damage mitigation(drop and rot Reg.
5 licence.)Non- commercial.
6. There is no data on kangaroos that are culled for damage mitigation (Reg. 5 licence.) by land holders or recreational
shooters (Authorised Agents), although they are stored in regional data bases, they are not readily available for
analysis. This precise information is not collated nor is it readily available for reporting purposes.
7. (A) There are OPEN SEASON areas for Euros with no information received on numbers shot, whilst there is no
approved population monitoring of their numbers in WA, given that a Wildlife Trade Management Plan has not been
approved.
(B) Still granting damage licences in CLOSED SEASON areas, whilst not collating information on licences to Noncommercial shooters when unknowing the population densities on Euros.
8. There is no percentage of the population estimate for each species designated to Non-commercial damage
mitigation shooters. (Reg. 5 licences.) Queensland allows a maximum limit of permits issued being of one percent of
the population estimate for each species to be destroyed.
9. (A) There is OPEN SEASON areas, requiring no licences.
(B) There are CLOSED SEASON areas requiring damage mitigation licences.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

(C) Then there are areas where both OPEN and CLOSED SEASON combined.
When there is a combination of areas having both OPEN and CLOSED SEASONS (no licence required and damaged
licence required) property owners and recreational shooters do not seek a damage licence when required for that
particular species.
When there is no commercial quota granted as are Euros in WA, landholders have not engaged the services of
professional kangaroo shooters for damage mitigation nor do professional shooters want to shoot for drop and rot.
So Red and Grey kangaroos are being shot as well to waste in these areas by property owners and recreational
shooters.
Non- commercial shooters may use a lower powered rifle or shot gun when they do not possess the appropriate
firearm pursuant to the firearms Act 1973. (Parks and Wildlife Gov. Gazette, WA)
Non- commercial shooters are still able to heart shoot kangaroos (Body shoot) with any firearm licensed under the
None Commercial National Code of Practice.
Zone closures effects commercial shooter, but Non- commercial shooters can still continue to shoot as many
kangaroos as they like in that OPEN SEASON closed zone as they did in (2013 to 2015 Nullarbor)
There is no zone quotas or zone trigger points for Euro kangaroos that are shot to waste whilst there is no federally
approved population numbers confirmed.
WA Commercial Management plans are still being approved federally within this state under the wildlife
conservation act 1950 and regulation 1970 that are out dated.

2,When there are government departments involved as there is with the legislation supporting culling in this case kangaroo
mitigation, there will always be a conflict of interest to exclude the commercial use of carcass utilisation, similarly with the
legislation regarding the removal or culling by government agencies involvement in feral animals control.
To assume it is not feasible to process kangaroo carcasses for commercial purposes is a copout, knowing that some
carcasses meats are being used for wild dog, cat and fox baits shot in Canberra, there is a growing Human Consumption and
Pet Food industry requiring meat products that can utilise the whole carcasses and skins. It should be industry that decides
viability of a business not government that has ignorantly supported and still has misguided management plans that are
wasting a valued sustainable resource such as kangaroos..
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Yes, I can confirm I sent them as examples relating to information sent in my submission regarding kangaroo management
plans, if this is found to be illegal knowing that if I complain again then there would be no trace of this information found on
Gumtree.
Feel free to ring me if you have any further questions.

I received five versions of the attached email. The message seems a bit strange to me in that it seems you didn’t write it. Did
you want these emails included in your submission?

To: Manager, Conservation Research, Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate.
Submission : Kangaroo Management Plan - Canberra.
My name is
I’m an Accredited Professional Shooter here in Western Australia with industry experience and
expertise some 30 years.
1, In relation to the humane euthanasia of joeys the most effective way is decapitation with a knife resulting in instant and
guaranteed death, not blows to the head with a blunt object or instrument or on the back of a ute.
All kangaroos that I have dispatched have been with a knife immediately once found after inspecting for pouch young and
any young at foot not suited for commercial size use are head shot and left on the property or buried. My job as a
professional shooter is to cull a number of kangaroos in a given area taking both male and female kangaroos and that
includes joeys. The reality is that if only male only harvest culls occur you will not achieve the objective of culling, especially
humane culling objectives regarding culling on private property. Property owners would still have to cull female kangaroos
or conduct culls on their properties for drop and rot who in my experiences do no check for pouch young and driving on to
shoot the next kangaroo to waste.
There are two codes of practices written for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos Nationally and I question the hypocrisy and
ideology of its merits for None Commercial and Commercial shooting of kangaroos.
How can it be said to be humane when there are two sets of rules?
My point is these National code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos and Wallabies for both Commercial and
none Commercial, should be revised and rewritten with only One National Code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of
Kangaroos and this should include any state management plans that do not include none commercial shooting within the
commercial management plans approved.

Anyone who shoots a Kangaroo in any State or Territory should be licensed and have the appropriate firearm listed on their
license and tested for accuracy.
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Here in Western Australia you can shoot kangaroos for fun and without a licence in shires deemed Open Season.
There is no licence required for Non- commercial shooting of a protected native species (Reds, Greys or Euro
kangaroos.) in OPEN SEASON areas.
No information received regarding numbers of persons or personal details or location of shooters, shooting in OPEN
SEASON areas.
No checking of appropriate firearms listed regarding firearms licence in OPEN SEASON
areas.                                                                 
No information regarding numbers of male and females shot in OPEN SEASON areas.
There is no current information system enabling discrimination between kangaroos taken for commercial purposes
(licence to take kangaroos for sale Reg. 6 licence.) to those kangaroos taken for damage mitigation(drop and rot Reg.
5 licence.)Non- commercial.
There is no data on kangaroos that are culled for damage mitigation (Reg. 5 licence.) by land holders or recreational
shooters (Authorised Agents), although they are stored in regional data bases, they are not readily available for
analysis. This precise information is not collated nor is it readily available for reporting purposes.
(A) There are OPEN SEASON areas for Euros with no information received on numbers shot, whilst there is no
approved population monitoring of their numbers in WA, given that a Wildlife Trade Management Plan has not been
approved.  
(B) Still granting damage licences in CLOSED SEASON areas, whilst not collating information on licences to Noncommercial shooters when unknowing the population densities on Euros.
There is no percentage of the population estimate for each species designated to Non-commercial damage
mitigation shooters. (Reg. 5 licences.) Queensland allows a maximum limit of permits issued being of one percent of
the population estimate for each species to be destroyed.
(A) There is OPEN SEASON areas, requiring no licences.  
(B) There are CLOSED SEASON areas requiring damage mitigation licences.
(C) Then there are areas where both OPEN and CLOSED SEASON combined.
When there is a combination of areas having both OPEN and CLOSED SEASONS (no licence required and damaged
licence required) property owners and recreational shooters do not seek a damage licence when required for that
particular species.
When there is no commercial quota granted as are Euros in WA, landholders have not engaged the services of
professional kangaroo shooters for damage mitigation nor do professional shooters want to shoot for drop and rot.
So Red and Grey kangaroos are being shot as well to waste in these areas by property owners and recreational
shooters.
Non- commercial shooters may use a lower powered rifle or shot gun when they do not possess the appropriate
firearm pursuant to the firearms Act 1973. (Parks and Wildlife Gov. Gazette, WA)
Non- commercial shooters are still able to heart shoot kangaroos (Body shoot) with any firearm licensed under the
None Commercial National Code of Practice.
Zone closures effects commercial shooter, but Non- commercial shooters can still continue to shoot as many
kangaroos as they like in that OPEN SEASON closed zone as they did in (2013 to 2015 Nullarbor)
There is no zone quotas or zone trigger points for Euro kangaroos that are shot to waste whilst there is no federally
approved population numbers confirmed.
WA Commercial Management plans are still being approved federally within this state under the wildlife
conservation act 1950 and regulation 1970 that are out dated.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                              
2,When there are government departments involved as there is with the legislation supporting culling in this case kangaroo
mitigation, there will always be a conflict of interest to exclude the commercial use of carcass utilisation, similarly with the
legislation regarding the removal or culling by government agencies involvement in feral animals control.
To assume it is not feasible to process kangaroo carcasses for commercial purposes is a copout, knowing that some
carcasses meats are being used for wild dog, cat and fox baits shot in Canberra, there is a growing Human Consumption and
Pet Food industry requiring meat products that can utilise the whole carcasses and skins. It should be industry that decides
viability of a business not government that has ignorantly supported and still has misguided management plans that are
wasting a valued sustainable resource such as kangaroos..
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